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FOREWORD
SARAH ASHLEY
Several months ago, the Hambook staff asked me if I had any interest in guest editing a female-focused issue of The Hambook.
Obviously I said yes, because you are reading this right now. But
perhaps less obviously, I felt nervous about tackling the topic of
women in comedy. On one hand, I’m sick of being labeled a “female improviser.” I’m an improviser, thank you. On the other
hand, I enjoy being labeled a “female improviser” because I love
being a woman. There’s power in accepting that label: “Yes, I am
a female. Jealous?” I think the world needs women to embrace
their individual, unique interpretations of femininity to not only
redefine society’s idea of what it means to be a girl, but also place
a higher value on qualities typically associated with femininity.
On another hand, gender is not real. Did you know that in the
1920s, Earnshaw’s Department Store casually decided one day
that blue was a dainty color meant for girls and pink a strong color meant for boys? Then, in the 1940s, they did the ol’
switcheroo, forcing people to buy brand new wardrobes for their
kids? JUST TO MAKE MONEY?! Eye roll. Gender is not real.
What is real is the shift I’ve seen in our improv community since
I moved to Chicago eight years ago. There are tons more women
performing regularly, teaching classes and headlining shows than
I recall in my early days as a student at iO and The Annoyance.
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Our city’s stages are becoming more diverse in all respects and
though it’s not perfect yet, it’s getting there.
I’m continually amazed by the women I meet through comedy,
especially in their abilities to be open about intimate topics in an
effort to connect to someone else going through the same thing.
It’s no secret that comedy and anxiety often go hand-in-hand. My
female friendships have been crucial to my growth in becoming a
better person and a funnier performer.
Reading the essays for this issue of The Hambook inspired me on
so many levels. Shantira Jackson’s piece left me full of energy
and eager to get off my ass and go experience something brand
new, adding fuel to my improv arsenal. Atra Asdou’s essay expertly navigates the strange internal monologues that we’ve all
told ourselves about inclusion, exclusion and fitting in. Yazmin
Ramos’s eloquence in discussing playing stereotypes, which, as
a straight white woman I find to be very tricky territory, is patient, hopeful and incredibly instructive. Cody Sullivan, the
only male-identifying performer I asked to write for this issue,
celebrates the women who have influenced him most.
A final anecdote: Earlier this year I passed a mother and daughter walking on the sidewalk. The daughter was about 10 years old.
I heard this snippet of their conversation:
“So, what Dad and I were thinking was that this week you skip
improv.”
“Nooooooooooooo.”

It was a great NO. It was a child’s whiny NO.
!ii

“Yes. You’ll do soccer this week.”
“Noo!”

The fact that a 10-year-old girl is pissed at her mom for making
her skip improv class gives me hope for the future of females in
comedy. I hope that girl takes improv until she’s on the MainStage at Second City and can say to her mom, “I told you soccer
sucks!”
Thank you to Thomas, Lee and Sarah for including me in this issue. Enjoy!
XO,
Sarah Ashley
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BE B ETTER
SHANTIRA JACKSON
I grew up as an athlete and a musician. Both of those activities
really shaped me as a person. I wanted to be good at jump shots,
so I spent hours shooting jump shots. I wanted to be a first chair
flute player, so I spent hours playing scales in my driveway. (I
played in marching band, so occasionally I needed to be on the
move.) In the end, I accomplished both of those aforementioned
goals, but I digress. To be better I had to do the work.
After I graduated college I moved to Chicago to study comedy
(the art of improvisation to be specific). My goal was to eventually be a cast member on a resident stage at the famed Second City
Theater like so many great comedians before me. I went to college for broadcast journalism and after spending two years working in a newsroom I knew that I hated
working in newsrooms. I always
considered myself to be a
storyteller and I felt like
comedy allowed for me to
be honest and vulnerable
in ways that news
couldn’t. Good comedy
can be just as informative
as good journalism and I
felt that I could reach more
!1

people as a comedian than as a local newscaster. Honestly, I was
getting more news from “The Daily Show” with Jon Stewart than
I was getting from most major news outlets. I loved the brass observations of past greats like Richard Pryor and Moms Mabley.
These comedians told stories that the people needed to hear, informed the people of social injustices and made them laugh while
they did it. I wanted to be like that.
When I got to Chicago I took every class and did midnight shows
at Improv Olympic and Underground Lounge, because in everything I’d ever accomplished, putting in the hours got me the results I wanted. But in this instance, things weren’t working out as
nicely as my jump shot. The sheer amount of hours wasn’t making me a better performer. Quantity did not equate to quality.
Doing eight shows a week didn’t mean that the shows were good;
it just meant that I was doing a larger amount of mediocre comedy than some other folks.
Improvisation is an art that comes from bringing your personal
experiences out in the characters you create. At that time in my
life, I honestly didn’t have anything to bring. It was hard to pretend to be a fully developed character when I hadn’t even tried to
be a fully developed person. I knew I didn’t have to be a pilot to
pretend to be a pilot, but I was in no way a whole person, mentally, emotionally or spiritually, and it was fucking up my art. I’d
never been in love, or told my Mom how I wanted our relationship to be more than wasted youth and I really wanted to try escargot. I lived in one of the greatest cities in the world for experi!2

encing different cultures, meeting new people and loving new
people and I needed to become a fully realized person.
I had work to do.
How could I tap into the depths of joy or sadness in my characters when I was going about my life ignoring the most human
parts of myself? Ignoring how I felt about the world around me?
Ignoring how I thought I fit into that world as an androgynous
black woman in a very straight-laced white world? I had to start
living my life before I started pretending to make-believe people
who were living theirs.
So, I started doing new shit and being open to new experiences.
When I loved someone, or when people made an impact on my
life, I told them. I didn’t go around confessing my love to just
anyone, but I did tell my friends and mentors that they mattered
to me. I made a habit of not assuming they already knew. Turns
out that it’s just nice to hear when you matter to someone. It’s
also nice to say it. I also started creating boundaries for my time
so that I could participate in the things that inspired me both as
an artist and as a person. When I didn’t want to go to a party or a
show, I didn’t go. Comedy is something that I do, but it couldn’t
be the only thing I did. What if after all that hard work I didn’t
get what I came to Chicago to get? Who would I be then and
would I even like myself? I decided to find out.
I went to concerts and poetry readings and museums and I ate
food I’d never had before. I’m from Tallahassee, Florida and reg-
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ular poetry readings were slim pickings. Now, I had options. Options help you build character.
Eventually I got a job working as a performer on a cruise ship and
performed 198 shows in four months. There’s no way you can
perform that much and not get better at your craft. As we sailed, I
saw what the stars look like when you gaze up at them from the
middle of the Atlantic Ocean. Every character that an artist creates knows everything the artist knows and has the entire wealth
of that artist’s experiences from which to pull. I had new experiences to pull from and it was exciting. It made me more confident
that no matter what a scene was about, I would be familiar with
some aspect and be able to play. I was now a jack of all trades,
and a master at quite a few.
For me, when my well of experiences was empty, so was my art.
When all I did was watch improv, all my opinions were just based
on things other people made up. Trying new things and going
new places allowed me to develop my own point of view. That
POV expanded my comedic POV. My opinions, my scene work
and my art was now based on what I had actually done in my life
as opposed to what I’d seen other people do. I had options. Obviously this isn’t the be-all and end-all to how someone can become
a better improviser or even a more well-rounded person; this is
just what helped me. Being willing to open myself up to the world
and the wonderfully weird people in it allowed me to become
more open about my art than I’d ever been. I did the work. And
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looking into our own shortcomings and being honest about them
is so much fucking work. But I’m still doing it.
When I was 22 I wanted my improv to be better. This may sound
silly but it doesn’t matter. Finding the catalyst I needed to go on
the journey of becoming my most fully realized self was worth all
of the midnight shows in the world. Well, almost all the midnight
shows, because a lot them were really, really bad. But in the end,
it doesn’t matter what the catalyst is. I had to be in active pursuit
of what I wanted, and in this case it was not only to be a better
artist, but also to be a better version of myself. The escargot
wasn’t bad either.
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CHARACTER

VS .

STEREOTYPE

YAZMIN RAMOS
A while back, I was drinking at an intimate house party, having a
great time with new friends. Everyone was joking and smoking
and I tried apple cider for the very first time. It was disgusting
but I drank single every drop. I would eventually need it. Someone suggested we play a board game, and we all were very onboard with this idea. Our host had a ton of different options. They
had games that were cerebral, games that were silly, but everyone
decided on “Utter Nonsense.” I had no idea how to play, but
agreed to go with the flow. I didn’t want to be an inconvenience
by not yes anding their decision. The dealer handed out seven
white cards, each one reading a phrase. I glanced at the hand I
was dealt and read the first card, which included something
about dropping a deuce at the Cheesecake Factory, and the second card, which said something about living
with your parents. A classic joke and a
classic burn! I read the third card and
saw the word “terrorist.” I quickly
shuffled to the next card. To my
dismay, the phrase was racist. The
fifth card was sexist. I started to
convince myself that I was likely
reading the phrases incorrectly or
taking them too literally. I blamed
myself, because after all, I didn’t
!6

know what the rules of this game were and my new friends were
definitely not racist. The dealer pulled a yellow card with the
word “Asian” on it. My stomach turned. The rules required
everyone to read one of their white cards in an Asian accent.
Everyone was laughing and having a great time as each player
read an inappropriate phrase in a cartoonish Asian accent. Then
it was my turn. I searched for the least offensive card, took a deep
breath, and uttered, “You have a face only a plastic surgeon
would love.”
The right thing to do would have been to refuse to play the game.
I should have opened a dialogue about why a game like this exists
and ask what we think that means or says about our society. I
should have pointed out how the offensive phrases just so happened to be on white cards. I also could have stood up from my
chair, flipped the table, then left. However, I didn’t do any of
those things. Instead, I repeated to myself that it was just a game
I was playing. It was a stupid, offensive game and I convinced
myself that it would be over soon, the next game would start and
that would be so much more fun.
It is with complete honesty that I admit that I have, at some point
in my comedy career, succumbed under the pressure of the bright
lights, the obnoxious laughter or complete silence of an audience,
to playing a stereotypical/offensive character and/or allowing it
to happen on stage. I have also endured being forced or watching
other improvisers be forced into a stereotypical character box.
Most, if not all, improvisers have likely had similar experiences.
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Some characters had a southern accent so the implications of unintelligence, gun-loving antics and incestual characteristics have
shown through. I’ve witnessed all shades of improvisers adopt a
Mexican or Puerto Rican accent without playing the reality or the
truth of that character. I’ve heard derogatory words aimed at the
LGBTQIA communities. I’ve seen a black man, playing a wizard,
get told on stage that he doesn’t belong there and that his kind
was the type that lives off of government cheese. I’ve seen improvisers sit in a chair and call it a wheelchair, making inappropriate
assumptions about people with disabilities. I’ve been called a
“dirty little Israeli whore.” The list goes on.
As comedians, it is our duty to hold up a mirror to society, to
mock the masses in hopes to enlighten them on an underlying social/economical/political subject. Of course, you want your audience to have a good time, and if that’s your overall objective, then
that’s fine too. However, it is important to realize the kind of effect we undoubtedly have on an audience. They come to theaters
ready to listen, to be entertained, to be pushed to think introspectively and analytically, with their dildo and sex store suggestions
on deck. Improvisers hold a great responsibility on stage, trying
to be fast enough and witty enough to keep the audience engaged.
Playing up a stereotype is an easy way out of the high pressure to
engage the audience.
When creating characters, the audience and performer connect
by creating a general depiction of a type of person. However,
there is a definite distinction between playing a character and
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playing a stereotype. Characters can be developed through the
adaptation of a physical or emotional trait of a person or a point
of view. Characters have identities, and a good improviser will
honor that identity. We are constantly studying the movement,
speech and way a person fills the space around them. Your brain
stores it away, and the next time you see them, your brain looks
for the familiarity in their presence. So when you play a character, the audience resonates with them not because of the accent
you put on or the nonsensical statements about their life, but because of their point of view, because they recognize themselves or
someone they know in that person.
Think about someone who is very close to you, like a relative, a
friend, a parent or a significant other. How does this person
speak? What is the speed of their cadence? What kind of tone
does their voice carry when they speak to you? Do they use their
hands? How do they walk? Are their steps quick and together or
spaced out and slow? How do they hold their shoulders? What is
their hair like? Is it short? Is it long? What’s their style? How
does that affect their movement? How do they hold objects?
What are some things they like? What are some things they dislike? Now, imagine that you step on stage and embody those
characteristics and create a character out of them. This character
may not necessarily draw immediate laughter from an audience
who would gratuitously laugh at a rendition of a Mexican man
selling tamales on the corner near the U.S.-Mexican border, but
it’s a real character and the performer has an opportunity to play
the truth of their wants. If a performer does know a Mexican man
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selling tamales on a corner near the U.S.-Mexican border, then
the performer will know the truth of that experience, not necessarily having lived it.
Think about a state in the United States that you’ve never visited.
In that state, there is a small town. In that small town lives a
small family. In that family, there is a person named Human Being. What do we know about Human Being? I don’t want to invent something, I want to think about what we know about HB.
We know HB has a small family. We know HB lives in a small
town. We know what state that small town is located in. We know
the region of the country HB lives in. That is all the information
we have. We can create an impersonation of HB by knowing what
region of the country they live in, sure. What else do we know
about HB? What do they like? What do they not like? The problem is we’ve never been to that town. We don’t know that family,
and we’ve never met HB. If we’ve never met HB or experienced
life like HB has experienced it, how would we know how to portray someone like that?
Sarah Jones is a multi-racial, multi-ethnic actor, playwright and
poet who appeared in a multi-character off-Broadway show titled
“Bridge and Tunnel.” She also gave a TED Talk and spoke at the
2011 Chicago Humanities Festival. Jones is known for performing as multiple characters of different backgrounds without playing up stereotypes. One of her characters is a homeless woman
from New York City. She doesn’t discredit the experiences of the
homeless woman by making her something or someone she isn’t,
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like asking for change or talking about how dirty life is (two
common preconceived views). Instead Jones gives an insightful,
charming performance as that character and does and says what
that character would. The character has a distinct cadence to her
speech and talks about her life experiences and views of the
world. She gives that character depth. She makes that character
three-dimensional and not a two-dimensional idea of what it’s
like to be homeless. She doesn’t escape the reality of her situation. She simply allows that character to be true to her experiences. Jones also plays a Chinese character with a Chinese accent
but doesn’t create the offensive portrayal one might find in a
game of “Utter Nonsense.” Jones has never lived as a Chinese
woman, but she is able to create a strong narrative that doesn’t
undermine what being a Chinese woman is like.
It is unfair to say that performers are unable to play a character
unless they have lived that experience. It is very limiting. None of
us have lived every experience ever. There are performers who
are talented and intelligent enough to play the reality of an experience without creating a negative view of the group of people
that character represents. Perhaps the Mexican man selling
tamales on the border loves romance novels and wants to find
their muse in a scene. That’s it.
Character work is so important. Use physicality. Use emotion.
Use intelligence. Use respect. Use a specific point of view on a
topic. Be conscious of what you say and how you say it. Break expectations. Understand that stereotypes are boring, low hanging
!11

pieces of rotten fruit. The use of these techniques won’t kill comedy. They will help you be a better improviser and a better person.
When I left the party, I decided to look up reviews of “Utter Nonsense.” Roughly 65% were five-star reviews. Most consumers
commented that the game was in fact, offensive, but that it was
still very fun. They suggested refraining from playing with someone who is politically correct. It’s not about being politically correct, as much as it’s about being an empathetic human being.
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INS

AND

OUTS

ATRA ASDOU
Hello. I am an ethnically ambiguous
performer. Oh no. Should I start
with that? Is that “MY BRAND?” Is
that what I feel deep down inside
me, or is that the role I think
theaters want me to play?
That which will set me apart
from others, get me noticed or
have me accepted as “woke?”
Ugh… wait… will it actually set me
apart from others, or will it leave me in
this gray area where no one knows what to
do with me? Should I have just introduced myself by name? A
weird name people are terrified to mispronounce or altogether
careless about? A name that makes me all at once different and
“different.” Both outside and inside at the same time, like a clittickling Jackrabbit Vibrator™. Let me start again.
Hello. I am a clit-tickling Jackrabbit Vibrator™. No no no. That’s
already a brand, doofus. You can’t just claim yourself as a pre-existing pleasure brand! Non-sexual metaphors for ins…. and…
outs… OK!
Hi. I am a plastic-topped, circular, wooden handheld maze. You
know the one: Where you have to get all of the little silver ball
!13

bearings through impossibly small cherrywood notches until you
reach the center of the circle-maze? You can find me at The Science Store and eventually, your junk drawer.
That game contains small, shiny marbles that roll around trying
to find the ins and outs of the maze, repeatedly running the same
path, reflecting its surroundings off its metallic sheen, all to get
past the same notch that all its other chromey homeys have gone
through. The cramped doors are the manufacturer’s tributaries,
symbolizing gateways toward success; these are the machine cut
passages, that when busted through reward the pleasure centers
unlike anything else.
It’s addicting. To want to bust through and get the all of the validation that comes from reaching the center. Success! Finally!
Sweat, tears, years and money have been poured into reaching
that sweet, sweet center! I’ve followed the set path and got my
reward! But guess what? It is temporary. Fleeting. You have to
gear up and pour out more bodily fluids, clocks and cash all over
again on the next thing and it may not be as successful. And you
start to doubt your success and work… it wasn’t “cool” to play
that game for so long, and all your friends are actually into much
cooler games because it’s not the 1800’s and we have computers
now and don’t need Edwardian puzzles, stupid.
Sometimes, the work you put in and momentary success you felt
from it doesn’t matter when feelings of shame and inadequacy
show up. When they rear their heads, the feeling of pride in goals
that have been accomplished goes away and the mind races to
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point out every shortcoming. Shame and inadequacy appear right
when strived-for opportunities have not panned out, and they
force your peepers onto other people’s papers while saying, “You
aren’t succeeding because you’re spending too much time doing
the wrong thing (even though said thing is what you’ve possibly
enjoyed doing). And it is the wrong thing because it isn’t what
everyone else has done or is striving to do. To get in, you have to
be what everyone else likes.” And if your shame and inadequacy
are like mine, they also tack on a, “now that I’ve exhausted you
and blown out any ideas of your place in the world, what you deserve, who you are, and what you’ve done with your life, I dare
you to try going about your day. When you inevitably fail to gather the energy to motivate yourself I’ll be there as you spiral farther down into a pit of guilt.”
Hi. My name is Atra, and this is the third page, where I finally tell
you my thesis: navigating the impermanent state of being “in” or
“out,” whether it’s by how you identify as a human being, your
play-style or how you are accepted—or not—by your fellow human beings or institutions, is very a very draining part of being
an improviser/actor/comedian/generally creative person. It’s
amplified if, by your very genetic make-up and lifestyle, you start
out life on the “minority” side of society.
When I was younger, my parents hated the thought of me having
a lot of friends. Lucky for them, I was a very heavy, mustachioed
weirdo who didn’t know she was supposed to put on clean underwear every day. So making “too many” friends was never a
!15

concern. My mother is still known to offer her motto to my
younger cousins as she chews through some glazed Jewel Osco
donuts over the phone: “A person shouldn’t have too many
friends; one, two maybe. But that’s it.” I’ve chalked it up to a vestige of her Iraqi upbringing: Mistrust any living or non-living
thing and keep family close (because family generally won’t actively work toward turning you in to the government and getting
themselves wiped out in the process1).
So my mom didn’t like me to have too many friends and to this
day she reminds me to trust sparingly. To some extent, I get it:
Keeping to yourself means the chances of you getting hurt are
lower, but the other side of it is that it makes you afraid of being
yourself around people, and so, like an Iraqi-American kid in the
U.S., you adapt. But, it’s not so easy to blend in. Then, years later,
you try to figure out why you always feel “out” when you should
feel “in” and it comes down to this: All this time you’ve been protecting yourself from stepping “in,” so you’re never really sure if
you ever belonged, and anyways, it’s safer to stay “out” by your
own volition than to have someone cast you there. Is that confusing enough?

Quick explanation: If you spoke out against Saddam’s regime, or were believed to be against
Ba’ath party or in any way disloyal to the Iraqi government, well, then you’d be off’d by the Iraqi
government. And depending on the severity of your supposed sedition, it may not just be you, but
your entire family who gets killed. Government officials would try to trap people. They’d do things
like go to schools and ask kids what their parents say at home about the government, and sometimes
kids would rat their own family out on accident by saying the wrong thing, and the entire family
would be exterminated. Hi, OK! Let’s talk about how shitty it is to feel “out” in the improv community now...
1
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SOME THINGS THAT A PAIR OF TINY DEMONS
NAMED INSECURITY & INADEQUACY FEED ON:
• I keep applying to put up shows but no one accepts me!
• I keep auditioning and I keep getting rejected!
• I walk into [Insert name of institution here] and nobody talks
to me and it’s hard to talk to them when I think they don’t want
me around. Nobody there looks like me! How am I supposed to
get “in” and meet people if I’m not “in” anywhere?
• I finished all these classes and got nothing to show!
• I ask people to work on things with me and we don't end up following through!
• I guess so-and-so are best friends now because I see them
hanging out via Facebook and Instagram posts, all the time!
Are my improv friends my real friends or are we just friends
because of improv? Where is the line between professional
friendship for networking purposes and friendship for friendship’s sake?!
• My peer group’s “tribes” have already formed and I don’t think
I belong because they’re already made! Everyone’s always
hanging out on Instagram Stories! Do I even have friends?!
How do I make friends?! DOES ANYONE LIKE ME?! DO I
LIKE ME?! WHO AM I?!
• Moose Tracks ice cream dipped in a bag of Lucky Charms. No
bowl. Just spoon.
!17

“But, Little Puzzle Maze,” some might say to me, “You’re at iO,
you're ‘in the mix’ at Second City, you were asked to write for The
Hambook. You must not feel these things, so you don’t get to talk
about feeling ‘out!’ There are people who would kill to be invited
to those things!”
To which I say… Uh. Yes. I do feel these things. And I hope no
one is killing anyone over improv. Or over anything at all, for that
matter.
I can talk about feeling “out,” because even when I accomplish
something, I still am capable of feeling unsatisfied and “out.” I
mean, I don’t feel this way all the time; I am generally confident
and can name why I feel like I feel when I’m not, but this article
isn’t focusing on the times when I feel foot loose and fancy free. I,
like you, am human. Unless you are a literate lemur, in which
case I say, “Hi, ohmygod I love your stuff!!! I knew this day would
come. Lemurs are so freaking cool, I mean your name is Latin for
‘Spirits of the Night’ but of course you know that, you can read!!”
Anyway, I am capable of feeling like I’m missing out on things I
should be doing or could be doing, and allowing those feelings to
hold me back from things I could be doing or should be doing.
Sometimes, I can feel this way even when I’ve reached accomplishments for which I’ve worked very hard. The usual response
is, “Um, you should feel grateful. So many people don’t have what
you have.” Which, in turn, for me, adds a layer of guilt. So I’d like
to say:
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To have one’s experience compared to anyone else’s experiences
or lack thereof, or to be told to be grateful for where you are when
you feel lost and are trying to get found, is sort of an invalidation
of one’s experience. And feeling “out” is a valid feeling, even for
those who others view as very much “in.” You wouldn’t say to
someone “Oh, I’m sorry your grandma died…but, like, you have
SOOOO many other relatives, though.” Would you? Maybe you
would, you monster! Add on that juicy layer of ‘ism and you got
women and people of color that are generally encouraged to settle, to keep from aspiring and dreaming as big as white male
counterparts… to the point that when a woman or a person of
color achieves number one status, it is a huge deal and is heroically celebrated. That’s the narrative when those most popularly
known and easily named off as “The Greatest” are mostly white
men.
This kind of thinking may be where feeling “in” and feeling “out”
comes from. That comparison. Have/Have Not.
I would like to be clear: I am not saying, “My feelings of exclusion
are the only feelings that exist in this world and they are channeled through my body and no one else can or does go through
this experience on any kind of relative level, ever. NOT EVER! I
am the voice of what it is like to feel ‘in’ or ‘out,’ and I lay claim to
it, and no one else can get to do that! COPYRIGHT, ME! 2017!
WGA REGISTERED, BITCHES! TM!”
I am not saying that at all. That would be wrong of me. It would
be wrong of anyone, I think. It doesn’t matter where you’re at. In!19

security and inadequacy continue to gnaw until they are sated on
feeling part of something our community has labeled “big and
rewarding,” whether it’s Second City, iO, The Annoyance, The
Crowd, The Shithole, The Playground, The Bathrooms At A Subway Without Buying Something First. Doesn’t matter where “in”
is. Feeling gross while obsessively chasing “in” is better than feeling that dreaded lead of a societal weight that is “out.”
“I don’t like going to [INSERT NAME OF INSTITUTION HERE] because
I don’t feel welcome,” is a slightly different beast. “It’s so cliquey.”
There’s a theory I have about the “cool kids” of comedy. Assuming we were all once some variant of bullied nerd, all these bullied nerds from school got cool in comedy and finally have some
ownership over their social lives. So, they close themselves off
and protect what they have earned. I was at a show where the
vibe was very chill, and it was known to welcome all sorts. I felt
invisible. I noticed I’d literally been standing outside of a human
circle other performers had formed, chatting and laughing postshow. This also happened at a party later that week. I noted that
pattern… I was at a party and at a show, both times outside of a
circle of people trying to find a way to step in and converse. And
once I did, both times, not one person made eye contact with me.
So, after awkwardly laughing along to a joke I’ve only caught half
of, and trying to add my take before being talked over, I mumbled
that I needed to go to the bathroom to the person next to me
(very good party skills, Atra) and shoved my hands into my pockets and walked with my head down to a toilet I don’t need to use
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until I pieced together some semblance of confidence to walk
back out and try again and again and again.
I have a sweeping, unproven, generalized theory that a comedian
who has reached some sort of fulfilling success is the happiest
person on Earth. For about a minute. Then, they think of all the
things that could go wrong, and how they’re perceived, and what
they are trying to portray, and it all goes to shit until something
comes along and makes them happy again, like [INSERT ANY KIND
OF APPROVAL OR VALIDATION HERE, BY SELF OR OTHERWISE].
So is being “in” ever enough?
There’s comfort in knowing that no matter how “in” you are, you
will always be on the outside of something else. It shifts. Sometimes even outside becomes in, too. The Chris Gerhard Show
comes to mind: That show would be considered alternative even
to the alternative, or outsider, and now it’s being replicated by
comedy fans, because they love it. It’s “in” to do “outside” stuff
like The Chris Gethard Show, which means in a few years, it’ll be
“hack.” And oh god! What an awful thing to be! (See a separate
non-existent article titled: “Stop Using ‘Hack’ to Make Yourself
Sound Cooler.”)
Something on which I’ve been ruminating on (a word that I like
because it reminds me of cows chewing, and of course the lemurs
reading this know that -- they read!) is being comfortable enough
to accept that “out” feeling not as a rejection, but as a counter to
“in” and knowing that where there’s an “in,” there’s an “out” and
visa versa. I’m of the mind that nothing will ever be stable in any!21

thing that has to do with the entertainment business: financially,
mentally, socially, or otherwise. I can only control what I put out
and the work that I do. Why chase what people are considering
“in” for the sake of being “in” when it’s just going to change anyways?
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MY QUEENS
CODY SULLIVAN
It is a part of gay male culture to have and worship your favorite
female pop star. Your Queen. You have your Rihanna gays, your
Britney gays, your Beyonce gays, your Celine Dion gays, your
Jewel gays… I am a Katie Klein gay.
It was sometime in late winter 2015 and I was finally going to see
The Late 90’s, the best, I was told, Harold team at iO. All my
classmates had seen the team before and the performers were
spoken about with the deepest awe. I was behind my classmates
in knowledge of the theater and it’s teams. I knew I wanted to
take iO’s classes because my teachers in Boston recommended
the theater to me. The classes were as
thrilling as I had expected, but my first
experience with a show at iO was not
pleasant.
I was in the Del Close Theater at
iO watching a scene where four
men stood on stage miming
masturbating as they watched a
girl dress in her room, unaware.
My face was set in perfect sassy
gay stone, my arms and legs
crossed. The friend who brought
me mouthed, ‘Sorry.’ My friend had
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not seen them before either and I could tell she was uncomfortable. That is the silly self-imposed danger of bringing people to
an improv show: if it’s boring or horrible, it’s your fault. After
that show, no show had really attracted me. I was very impressed
with the skills of many of the improvisers I saw, but I had no
show that I came back to again and again. I wanted to feel what
the other students in my class were talking about. So four months
later when I sat down in the same theater, presumably with a
glass of red wine, I waited with baited breath hoping what my
peers said about The Late 90’s was true.
And it all was true.
First of all, I immediately developed a crush on the tall man who
kept fidgeting with his hair and played endearing dumb people.
The sweet man with an ancient frog voice had me in his pocket
the instant he smiled and laughed. The shorter man with the elegant face playing an old actor was so incredible he would pause,
and with one word have the entire house broken down laughing. I
remember being elated at the joy onstage, the quickness and the
fire with which they moved. I was amazed, but somehow it still
felt a bit removed from me. I was captivated by their emotion and
movements but the language was foreign to me. When they were
talking about basketball players I felt like I was in a silent movie.
I felt like a voyeur, until a redhead in sneaker heels shuffled forward. Before she said one word I bubbled with laughter and fell
in love with Katie Klein.
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Soon after that, I began to find my shows. I found those shows by
going to whatever my amazing redheaded Queen was in. First, it
was Virgin Daiquiri. Those first few shows I was rapturous. All
the women were insanely funny and I became a regular. Every
week, after the opening team bowed, I looked anxiously into the
wings. Once I saw Katie Klein, Blair Beeken or Dina Facklis, a
smile spread across my face and I sat back to enjoy a killer show.
Blair Beeken, a bro in sheep’s clothing, had me weeping every
time she walked out on stage and nodded her head with her
hands in her pockets. Christine Tawfik playing any number of old
women destroyed me. But in Virgin Daiquiri, Dina for me was the
tops.
There is something devilish in Dina’s smile. Something about the
way she looks out at you makes you nervous, like you know she is
up to something. And without fail, she delivers. Dina has said
things on that stage that from anyone else’s mouth would make
me cringe with disgust. But coming from this woman, I cringe
with incredulity. “What the fuck did she just say?” I ask laughing
so hard I’m weeping. She is the Queen of delightful fear, so smart
and so quick, you know nothing will get past her. She is a powerhouse.
Dina was the first person to give me an opportunity in the improv
community. As a teacher and director, she is just as funny but
adds in a backbone of such remarkable discipline. She left me
with so many gems of knowledge. One of the best things she
taught me was to have confidence in myself and act like I own the
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stage. I was in the wings of the Del Close Theater, about to sit in
with one of her teams, so nervous to be performing on the stage
that my favorite teams played on. I was recently out of classes
and doing this show was very important to me. Right as the audience was being warmed up for us, she turned to me and said,
“Remember, you’re not a sit in, you’re a player. Make moves like
a player.” It was great advice that I wish I had taken. Nerves or
feeling less talented than the other players on stage will ruin you.
You can’t improvise with your asshole clenched the whole time.
Now I take Dina’s advice like poppers before shows.
As for my reigning queen, I loved Katie Klein in every show she
did, but her best performances were with Super Human. I love
what this team is doing now, but I hold a special place in my
heart for the first few months of shows I saw in 2015. I had never
seen a group of people fucking tear a stage apart like they did,
with the biggest smiles on their faces as they whipped the audience around with them. Never before had I seen improvisers play
only like girls. This was no boy’s club, this was the fucking
Claire’s in a strip mall and I was in heaven. They were talking like
my girlfriends and I do sitting at home, giggling making food;
they acted like my mom and my friends’ moms, and they were as
mean to each other as my sister and I are to each other. I found
the badass wild girls that I wanted to be. These women played by
their rules. This was their house and I finally felt at home in that
theater.
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At that time, Super Human was Blair Beeken, Katie Klein, Amber
Walker, Jo Scott, Sarah Ashley, Irene Marquette and Christina
Boucher. Amber always killed me when she played the aunt or
the misunderstood character. She makes you feel so bad for her
while at the same time playing it annoyingly enough to let you
laugh at her. Sarah Ashley, so intelligent with such a sharp eye for
directing, seeing clearly what makes something funny, manages
to do the best valley girl impression in the world. Irene Marquette, a dark-haired, deep-voiced, out-of-left-field performer
was constantly throwing off the reality of what I kept expecting.
Then the barreling and screaming Jo Scott. She steps on the stage
and like a precocious little kid too smart for her own good, faces
the stage saying, “Dare me.” And we always do. Laughing maybe
more than the audience, she says things so disgusting they make
you yelp. And then there was a woman who is a gay man’s dream
performer: Christina Boucher. One of the quickest people on a
stage, playing dudes in the best way possible, holding her crotch
in one moment and singing a musical as a high school girl auditioning for her class show in the next. She is another improviser I
would wait with baited breath to see walk out on the stage at the
start of a show. Mary Cait Walthall made her appearance at their
Halloween show that year. Mary Cait, the most physically feeling
performer I have ever seen, returned from her time away studying physical theater in London. Mary Cait is a wonderful teacher;
her workshops take away the bullshit habits you produce in improv and leave you bare. Her methods produce some of the most
visceral scenes I’ve ever witnessed.
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That Halloween show is probably my favorite memory being in a
theater. Each performer stepped out on stage dressed in mummy
costumes made of toilet paper. The silliness and the absence of
fear is the key to Super Human. You can only wear toilet paper on
stage if you know the scene work and the show itself will be a
thousand times funnier than the costumes. And it was. Every
time they did a gimmick, you forgot about it until the end. One of
my all-time favorite shows was their sitcom-themed show with a
pee-producing line from Amber, the down-on-her-luck star of the
improvised sitcom. Jo played the loser best friend who never had
her time to shine until at the end when she was about to have her
big moment. Right as Jo’s character was about to sneak out of the
shadows, Amber wailed, “I need a latte!” So corny and so perfect.
I didn’t think Katie Klein was going to be able to continue the
show she was laughing so hard. That is my favorite thing about a
Super Human show, watching them laugh at each other. Watching them, I began to put value on talking about what you want to
talk about on stage, without worrying if it would make sense to
the theater at large. I began to worship silliness and give it the
dignity of drama. And I got better. They are my references for
amazing performance and inform the highest standard I set for
myself.
As I watched more shows and saw more players, more dream
performers showed up. The women of Shebeast are all literal
dreams. That team is a gay delight because of the delicious irreverence and disgust they revel in. It brings me such joy to see the
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balls shrink on the straight men in the audience when Shebeast
gets going.
There are some moments with women on stage that I believe will
flash before my eyes as I lay down to die: Alison Ringhand once
said in a show as a bartender, “after midnight, the lesbians pop
out like daisies.” She delivered it so real, I could see the old man
she was embodying and I try to emulate that freefall into a complete character. Riley Mondragon started a scene in bed with
someone, her partner made it confrontational, and she very
quickly said “Well, we should leave then.” And did. The start of
the scene was nice and the audience was disappointed when her
partner made the conflict between them. How many times have
we seen someone make a scene confrontational and the other
scene partner spend the rest of the time on stage trying to fix the
fight? It was so refreshing and ingenious just to say, “Okay, bye!”
I was gagged. Jenelle Cheyne on stage at her solo show eating a
chocolate pudding watching wrestling as a little boy. With only
her body movements and facial expressions and a few mumbling
words, I knew exactly who that 8-year-old was. That communication through the body is something I envy. Then the numerous
times I’ve performed with the women of Tidy (Nina Slesinger,
Jessie Cadle and Rayna Caskey), all our scenes featuring sisters
and mothers and little kids on the beautiful stage of the Flatiron.
All three of those women perform with so much fun and at the
same time are so damn smart. I’m afraid to just list people but I
had to mention some of the women that fucking kill me.
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I pinch myself from time to time. I think I am the luckiest gay guy
alive. The gays who worship these big pop stars have to spend
hundreds of dollars to see their favorite Queen maybe once a
year, whereas I get to sit back and watch my favorite Queens
every night if I want to.
I do not believe I would have done improv if women weren’t a big
part of the scene. I would have been too scared to go into a space
filled with people who looked a lot like the kids growing up in my
hometown that called me faggot. But I feel lucky because I came
to improv at a time when theaters had many people who looked
like the women who told me those boys were dumbasses. I saw
many women who looked like the girls who gave me the confidence to be proud of being a faggot. I get to sit in theaters and enjoy improv because women are there taking up space, talking
about things I relate to and think are funny. And I have learned
too much from watching the women performing in this city.
Now, I enjoy watching the show while I’m in it, instead of anxiously waiting to see if I’ll be funny. I never worry if the audience
will get my gay references anymore, I just speak about what I
know. But most importantly, I copy the pose of so many of these
bad ass women and stand like a fucking boss bitch and know that
I deserve to be on that stage. While Katie Klein may be my favorite, I am obsessed with so many others. You don’t have to pick
between Britney and Christina anymore. Lucky me that I get to
watch so many of my Queens every night. What could be better
for a Super Fan?
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